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QUESTION 1

Which AWS service will help a company identify the user who deleted an Amazon EC2 instance yesterday? 

A. Amazon CloudWatch 

B. AWS Trusted Advisor 

C. AWS CloudTrail 

D. Amazon Inspector 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The correct answer is C because AWS CloudTrail is a service that will help a company identify the user
who deleted an Amazon EC2 instance yesterday. AWS CloudTrail is a service that enables users to track user activity
and API usage across their AWS account. AWS CloudTrail records the details of every API call made to AWS services,
such as the identity of the caller, the time of the call, the source IP address of the caller, the parameters and responses
of the call, and more. Users can use AWS CloudTrail to audit, monitor, and troubleshoot their AWS resources and
actions. The other options are incorrect because they are not services that will help a company identify the user who
deleted an Amazon EC2 instance yesterday. Amazon CloudWatch is a service that enables users to collect, analyze,
and visualize metrics, logs, and events from their AWS resources and applications. AWS Trusted Advisor is a service
that provides real-time guidance to help users follow AWS best practices for security, performance, cost optimization,
and fault tolerance. Amazon Inspector is a service that helps users find security vulnerabilities and deviations from best
practices in their Amazon EC2 instances. Reference: AWS CloudTrail FAQs 

 

QUESTION 2

Which cloud transformation journey phase of the AWS Cloud Adoption Framework (AWS CAF) focuses on
demonstrating how the cloud helps accelerate business outcomes? 

A. Scale 

B. Envision 

C. Align 

D. Launch 

Correct Answer: B 

Envision 

 

QUESTION 3

Which AWS service meets this requirement? 

A. AWS CloudFormation 

B. AWS Elastic Beanstalk 
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C. AWS Cloud9 

D. AWS CloudShell 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: AWS CloudFormation is a service that gives developers and businesses an easy way to create a collection
of related AWS and third-party resources, and provision and manage them in an orderly and predictable fashion. You
can use AWS CloudFormation\\'s sample templates or create your own templates to describe the AWS and third-party
resources, and any associated dependencies or runtime parameters, required to run your application. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is planning to migrate to the AWS Cloud. The company is conducting organizational transformation and
wants to become more responsive to customer inquiries and feedback. 

Which tasks should the company perform to meet these requirements, according to the AWS Cloud Adoption
Framework (AWS CAF)? (Select TWO.) 

A. Realign teams to focus on products and value streams. 

B. Create new value propositions with new products and services. 

C. Use agile methods to rapidly iterate and evolve. 

D. Use a new data and analytics platform to create actionable insights. 

E. Migrate and modernize legacy infrastructure. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Explanation: Realigning teams to focus on products and value streams, and using agile methods to rapidly iterate and
evolve are tasks that the company should perform to meet the requirements of becoming more responsive to customer
inquiries and feedback, according to the AWS Cloud Adoption Framework (AWS CAF). AWS CAF organizes guidance
into six areas of focus, called perspectives: business, people, governance, platform, security, and operations. Each
perspective is divided into capabilities, which describe the skills and processes to execute the transition effectively. The
people perspective helps you prepare your organization for cloud adoption, and includes capabilities such as
organizational change management, staff skills and readiness, and organizational alignment. The business perspective
helps you align IT strategy with business strategy, and includes capabilities such as business case development, value
proposition, and product ownership. Creating new value propositions with new products and services is a task that
belongs to the business perspective, but it is not directly related to the requirement of becoming more responsive to
customer inquiries and feedback. Using a new data and analytics platform to create actionable insights is a task that
belongs to the platform perspective, which helps you design, implement, and optimize the architecture of the AWS
environment. However, it is also not directly related to the requirement of becoming more responsive to customer
inquiries and feedback. Migrating and modernizing legacy infrastructure is a task that belongs to the operations
perspective, which helps you enable, run, use, operate, and recover IT workloads to the level agreed upon with your
business stakeholders. However, it is also not directly related to the requirement of becoming more responsive to
customer inquiries and feedback. 

 

QUESTION 5

A company needs to quickly and securely move files over long distances between its client and an Amazon S3 bucket.
Which S3 feature will meet this requirement? 
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A. S3 Versioning 

B. S3 Transfer Acceleration 

C. S3ACLs 

D. S3 Intelligent-Tiering 

Correct Answer: B 
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